Gate Fold Latch Card

1. Score a piece of 4 ¼” x 11” cardstock 2 ¾” from each end.
2. And fold to the center
3. Take the Scallop Oval from the Oval collection framelit and the one just a bit smaller and run it through your big shot.
4. Then take the 2\textsuperscript{nd} largest framelit and run it through the big shot to create a matte for your stamped image.
5. Then take the 3\textsuperscript{rd} from the largest and cut out your cardstock to stamp your image on.
6. With the card closed adhere the Scallop frame to just the top half of the card (the top flap).
7. Adhere the stamped image to the matte and adhere the matte JUST to the bottom of the card (the lower flap).

Tip: you can use other shaped framelits to create latch cards.